This section contains problems intended to challenge students and teachers of college mathematics. We urge you to participate actively BOTH by submitting solutions and by proposing problems that are new and interesting. To promote variety, the editors welcome problem proposals that span the entire undergraduate curriculum.
Prove that for every t ∈ [−24, 60] , there exists a c ∈ (0, 1) such that f (c) = t.
Proposed by Michel Bataille, Rouen, France.
Let m and n be nonnegative integers. Show that 
Proposed by Tom Beatty, Florida Gulf Coast University, Ft. Myers FL.
Let x 0 = 1 and for natural numbers n, define x n ∈ [0, 1] implicitly by the recurrence where α > 1. Show that
x n = 1 2 (α − 1).
Proposed by Erwin Just (Emeritus), Bronx Community College of the City University of New York, Bronx NY.
Among twelve identical looking coins there are two counterfeits. The two counterfeits are equally heavier than the true coins and a maximum of four comparisons of sets of coins using a balance scale are permitted. Show how one can determine which coins are counterfeit under these conditions.
Proposed by José Luis Díaz-Barrero, Universitat Politécnica de Catalunya, Barcelona, Spain.
Let a, b, c > 0 and a + b + c = 3. Prove that
where the sum is over all cyclic permutations of (a, b, c) and equality occurs when a = b = c = 1. Find all real values of p and q such that the infinite series I is convergent for all sequences {a n } ∞ n=1 of positive real numbers. Solution by Eugene Herman, Grinnell College, Grinnell IA and Paolo Perfetti, Dipartimento di Matematica, Università degli Studi di Roma "Tor Vergata", Rome, Italy (independently) .
SOLUTIONS

Conditions
We will show that I converges for all such sequences {a n } if and only if 1 ≤ p < q. Case 1. If q ≤ 1 and p is arbitrary, let a n ≡ 1. Then s n = n for all n ∈ N. Thus a p n /s q n = 1/n q , and so I diverges.
Case 2. If q > 1 > p, let a n = 1/n for all n ∈ N. Then s n is the nth harmonic number, which is approximately γ + ln n for large n. Thus, for larger n, s n ≤ 1 + ln n VOL. 42, NO. 3, MAY 2011 THE COLLEGE MATHEMATICS JOURNAL and so
(1 + u) q du and p < 1, I diverges by the integral test because the integrand of the final integral above is increasing for large u.
Case 3. If p ≥ q > 1, let a n = e n for all n ∈ N. Then
Therefore, I diverges.
Case 4. If 1 ≤ p < q, we shall show that I converges both when n a n converges and when it does not.
Suppose S = ∞ n=1 a n < ∞. Then lim n→∞ a n = 0 and lim n→∞ s n = S. Thus, there exists an N ∈ N such that a p n ≤ a n (since p ≥ 1) and s n ≥ S/2 whenever n ≥ N . Therefore, Suppose n a n diverges to infinity. Since a n ≤ s n and p ≥ 1, we have
where r = q − p + 1 > 1. We claim that, for all n ∈ N, a n s r
Note that inequalities (1) and (2), together with the facts that s n → ∞ and r > 1, imply that I converges, since the expression in parentheses in (2) is a term of a convergent telescoping series. Multiplying inequality (2) by s r n /s n−1 and replacing a n by s n − s n−1 yields the equivalent inequality
To prove this inequality, it suffices to show that
This inequality is true since f (1) = 0 and
Also solved by ARKADY ALT, San Jose CA; MICHEL BATAILLE, Rouen, France; TOM JAGER, Calvin C.; GEORGE MATTHEWS, Indianapolis IN; WILLIAM SEAMAN, Albright C.; and the proposer.
One incorrect solution was received.
Equal cevian intercepts
Proposed by Mowaffaq Hajja, Yarmouk University, Irbid, Jordan.
Let ABC be a triangle in which AB = AC. When is it possible to draw cevians BB and CC that make equal angles with the base BC and equal intercepts BC and CB with the sides?
Solution by Lucas Mol (student), Mount Allison University, Sackville, New Brunswick, Canada and Ruthven Murgatroyd, Albany OR (independently).
Since AB = BC in ABC, assume that B > C. Because the cevians ← → BB and ← → CC make equal angles of measure α with the base BC, applying the law of sines to BB C and CC B yields
and hence sin(α + C) = sin(α + B). It follows from
and BC = CB . The three triangles in the following figure illustrate the cases when 
where the second inequality follows from the mean-value theorem.
Solution 2 by Bianca-Teodora Iorache (student), "Carol I" National College, Craiova, Romania and Northwestern University Math Problem Solving Group, Northwestern University, Evanston IL (independently).
integrating the result by parts, we have 
Conditions for rank(A) = rank(B)
Proposed by Michel Bataille, Rouen, France.
Let A, B be n × n complex matrices such that A Note that the statement for n × n complex matrices can be replaced by linear transformations A, B : E → F over a division ring D with dim D E = n for a more general setting.
First note that for any linear transformations M, N :
Similarly, since B 2 = B = BA,
Hence rank A = rank B. Next, suppose rank A = rank B. Then nullity A = nullity B. Let x ∈ ker B. Then
and so ker B ⊆ ker A.
Since rank A = rank B, by dimension arguments ker B = ker A.
and since x is arbitrary, B = BA. Similarly, Multiplying the first of these equations by bc, the second by ac, and the third by ab produces identical right-hand sides. Thus
Let us assume temporarily that a, b, and c are nonzero. Then from the first of the above equations, we have abc(a − b) = c 2 (a 2 − b 2 ) and so
By symmetry,
Combining the first of equations (1) and the first of equations (2) yields 2ac = 0, a contradiction. Combining the second of equations (1) Since we have proved that h ≡ 0, g ≡ 0, and hence f ≡ L.
